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Royal Presence
Royal Heart
Realizing the God Dominion

of your Presence

Your own Beloved Mighty I AM Presence is 
a most Royal and August Personage, crowned 
with the Royal Diadem of the Sun, who reigns 
supreme over all creation by the Scepter of the 

Threefold Flame of the Heart.

The Majesty and Glory that abides upon the 
Altar of your Heart is a Fountain of Light — 

there for you to touch, to appropriate, and to expand 
so that you may flourish under the Canopy of God’s 
Presence all the days of your life. 

The Power and Command of God Almighty 
is bequeathed to the Sons and Daughters of God 

as their rightful inheritance. 

God has not left mankind defenseless, alone, or 
bereft of the Providential Goodness of his Love and 
Care. Mankind has not been cast on a far distant 
shore, left to the mercy of outside forces or even the 
internal pressures of its own returning karma. God 
abides there upon the Altar of the Heart of each 
Son and Daughter as the Power of God Almighty. 

This forthcoming Harvest Conclave, the 
Ascended Masters bring Hope to a world weary 
of its struggles. They bring the Truth of what is 
possible, and likewise most necessary, for mankind 
to awaken to and grasp as their rightful God-given 

Dominion, their true birthright as Sons and 
Daughters of God, vested with the Authority over 
all of Life and the Power of the Creator’s Hand. 

Blessed one, I call you to the banquet of the 
Harvest, to enter into all that the Ascended 
and Cosmic Beings desire to share with you 
so that you can appropriate into your own 
body temple the Charge of Light, the conscious 
Momentum of Illumination, and the Fullness 
of your own Mighty I AM Presence. For that, 
blessed ones, will be a glorious event for you 
to carry with you all your days while still 
incarnated in the Earth — and to carry with 
you as an Ascended One.

        t Nada — September 9, 2019

t d t d t

The Immortal Victorious Threefold Flame, 
the Royal Scepter of Divine Authority, 

commands all creation through the length and 
breadth of the Cosmos.

The Path to the Ascension in the Light is a most 
glorious one — filled with all the Goodness 

of God’s Presence through his abiding Love. The 
Majestic Consciousness and Royal Heart of the 
Presence held out to each Son and Daughter of God 
reveals the infinite possibilities of the Heart Flame.

From the unlocked depths of the Heart of God 
flow forth Eternal Realms of Perfection. Currents 
of God Life and Power stream forth from the Great 
Central Sun through all of the lower Realms of 
Creation ready to be wielded by the Scepter I AM. 
By the Power of the Threefold Flame of the Heart, 
the Mighty Light Rays transform a mundane 
existence into a rich tapestry of life, and the human 
into the Divine.   



When you enter into the Flame of the 
Heart, you know Peace, contentment, 
fulfillment. You want for nothing, save to be 
in that Flame.  And it is there that you begin 
to truly be filled with all the Goodness that 
your own God Presence has to bestow upon 
you. This Flame carries all the Attributes of 
your own God Presence and can transfer them 
to your outer vehicles so that you might keep 
the Flame for all time. 

                         t Gautama buddha — auGuSt 25, 2019

t d t d t

The One God through the Individualizations 
of its Presence commands the Universal Presence 

of its own Nature.

Why is the Victory assured? How can the 
Ascended Masters proclaim such audacious 

statements such as: The Presence of God is All-
Powerful. With God all things are possible. There 
truly is no defeat in the Presence of God.

Because the Presence of God 
is the author of it all. 

God is and always will be the call that is sent 
forth, the substance that is acted upon, and the 
answer that comes forth into manifestation.

The Gods fill all with Themselves. 
                                   t procluS 

It is the role and Office of the Individualizations 
of the Presence to command the Universal 
Expressions of the Presence. These Universal 
Expressions — including Attributes of Abundance, 
Perfection, Goodness, and Healing — rush to 
fulfill the desire and command of the Heart Flame. 

t d t d t

This forthcoming Conclave, Beloved Nada will 
be standing by with the Ruby Ray Angels of 

the Oriflamme Chalice® behind and before, above 
and below, to the right and to the left, moving into 
action to assist you in dismantling the middle wall 
of partition of the mortal self — to assist you in 
banishing any sense of unworthiness, lack, doubt, 
human questioning, or disbelief in all of the 
possibilities your Mighty I AM Presence has in 
store for you.

Do not believe the lie of the outside world or the 
entrenched cultural records of the land that would 
tell you you are a sinner of the earth earthy or that 
you are making a grievous error as you seek to rise 
into the stature of the Royal Presence of your Mighty 
Master God Self. The antidote to every sense of 
unworthiness, guilt, sinfulness, self-recrimination, or 
self-criticism is the White Light Christ Righteousness, 
the record of the right use of God’s Life and Energy, 
there in the Holy Christ Presence. 

t d t d t
God is sovereign over all of life.

When it comes to your life, your Mighty I AM 
Presence is the ultimate Authority. Whatever 

conditions you are faced with that are less than 
Perfection, from the frailties of the physical body to 
the records of past errors, within the very reach of 
your conscious control and direction are the Mighty 
Light Rays, the God Substance, and Opulence of 
God —  all that you need to draw upon for the very 
solution and God Victory.

Come to this forthcoming Conclave, Royal 
Presence, Royal Heart, to learn how to wield God 
Dominion over your life. 
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 d Learn to hold with determined, steadfast constancy 
the Mighty Power of the Presence within.   

 d Learn to exercise conscious Dominion over 
creation as the Illimitable Light Rays are 
released from your own Electronic Body.  

 d Learn to use the Creative Name of God I AM 
to release into your hands and use whatever 
Quality of Perfection you require.

God’s intent for his children is the Divine 
Abundance of every Good and Perfect thing. 
Through devotion the sincere student can manifest 
more and more of their own individual conscious 
Dominion over all manifestation and through the 
certitude of this Truth has invincible Protection 
and the absolute Victory over mortality. Such 
God Dominion is everyone’s Eternal Birthright. 
It is why the Godhead Charioteer descended into 
Incarnation.

All lesser forces bow before the
Presence of God. 

The Crown Jewel of the Sun upon the brow of 
the Mighty I AM Presence shines forth its Rays 
of Light throughout all of the Great Central Sun 
into the Realms of Creation. Vested in the Royal 
Purple and Gold Robes of its Divine Office, its 
regal stature expressing the Divine Mind and Heart 
of the Presence, the Mighty I AM Presence knows 
itself to be the Supreme Authority over all of life. 

This Harvest Conclave you are invited to enter 
into the Royal Heart of your own Mighty I AM 
Presence, to experience the God Consciousness of 
Limitless Power, Dominion, and Mastery, and to 
bring it out here into this world through your outer 
waking conscious awareness.  

Acropolis Sophia
October 14 - 20, 2019

Mysteries of the 
Ocean Stream

Moving in Helios’ Sacred Currents with 
the Maha Chohan and Saint Germain

Enter into the Sacred Solar Dominion 
of Helios and Vesta.

Beyond the reaches of mankind’s frailties and 
mortal consciousness lies a pristine world —  

a Realm of eternal Goodness and Beauty. It is a 
Realm of the Sun, fierce and glorious, a dynamo of 
Creation, the Sacred Solar World of Beloved Helios 
and Vesta.

Within this Realm you see all about you — form, 
life, movement, color, substance — faceted in Purity 
and Perfection by the Mind of God. With each 
glance of the eyes, each experience of the senses, you 
behold breathtaking beauty.

There the rocks upon the riverbed shine with a 
painted iridescence, sunshine filtering through the 
branches of the tall pines to touch their smooth 
surfaces. The mountains rise up in the distance, 
towering in their grandeur and majesty, white jagged 
peaks glistening and sparkling in the noontide sun. 

The crashing of the waves can be heard as the 
ocean current moves powerfully with the tide, 
signaling the rhythm of the undercurrent of God 
Life. And with the zither of the wind, you can feel 
the Spirit of God as it moves upon the waters — the 
Consciousness of the Great I AM moving throughout 
all Creation.
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Breathing in the fresh, clear air is likened unto 
an ever expanding breath of consciousness, blending 
into a oneness with the Allness of the Presence 
there in every blade of grass, in every movement 
of the trees, in every drop of water, as a complete 
transcendence.

There in the Cosmic Realm of the Sun-behind-
the-Sun are the Realms of Cosmic Earth, Water, 
Fire, Air, and Akasha. Within the White Fire Core 
stand Helios and Vesta and the Mighty Lords of 
Creation, the Twelve Mighty Elohim, engaged in 
an ongoing, constant generation and regeneration 
of the Outpourings of God Light and Life, pouring 
forth these great Macrocosmic Currents of God’s 
Nature and Perfection into this outer world as an 
indomitable force and relentless pressure. 

This forthcoming Acropolis Sophia, you are 
invited into the Paradise Kingdom of Helios and 
Vesta, to don the Garments of your own Holy 
Christ Presence and to live, move, and have your 
being in this glorious Cosmic Realm of the Sun, 
here and now.

t d t d t

    “The Sun is the heart of the Solar World 
(System) and its brain is hidden behind the (visible) 
Sun. From thence, sensation is radiated into every 
nerve-center of the great body, and the waves of 
the life-essence flow into each artery and vein…The 
planets are its limbs and pulses…

                                             t the Secret doctriNe

In the genesis, the Coming-to-Be of God into 
this outer world of form, the Mighty Cosmic 

Being Okeanos opens wide the doorway of the 
Inner Realms and directs the Great Ocean Stream 
earthward, sluicing the Currents of the Twelve 
Mighty Elohim through the lower worlds.

This Ocean Stream — the Great Macrocosmic 
Rivers of God Light and Life — flows forth from 
the Sun-behind-the-Sun of Helios and Vesta to the 
Sun-of-Even-Pressure in the center of the Earth, 
and then returns once again in a constant ever 
flowing motion. 

Thus, there is a regular circulation of the vital 
fluid throughout our system, of which the Sun is the 
heart — the same as the circulation of the blood in the 
human body —  the Sun contracting as rhythmically 
at every return of it, as the human heart does.

                                             t the Secret doctriNe
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You are invited to this Acropolis Sophia to 
learn the Mysteries of the Ocean Stream from the 
Heart of Beloved Saint Germain and the Maha 
Chohan as they recount for you the stories of 
antiquity that herald the knowledge of the Cosmic 
Pranic Breaths, as they release new Teaching on 
these Mighty Currents of God Consciousness. A 
new level of teaching of the inner operations of 
the Universal Outpourings of the Presence will be 
revealed, which when accepted and internalized 
will translate into practical Power that can be 
wielded in your personal life and your Divine 
Service in assisting to usher in Saint Germain’s 
Dawning Golden Age. 

At this forthcoming Acropolis Sophia discover:

 d The coming-to-be of things — how to 
cultivate an inner sense of that which is going 
on behind the veil, the higher reality alive 
and well in the Inner Planes.

 d How to wield the Mighty Shield of Elohim 
and leverage the irresistible pressure of 
the Currents of God Life to bring to bear 
God Power into your world and manifest 
Abundance, Healing, Wholeness, and God’s 
Perfection. 

 d How so very close at hand and available to 
you is the glorious Power and Presence of 
the Godhead through the Hierarchy of Life, 
the Currents of the Angelic and Elemental 
Kingdoms, as the great allies of your Heart 
Flame.

Come, breathe in the Breath of Life, enter the 
Stream, and learn the Mysteries of God that await 
you at this forthcoming Acropolis Sophia. 

The universe (our world in this case) breathes, 
just as man and every living creature, plant, and 
even mineral does upon the Earth; and as our 
globe itself breathes every twenty-four hours.

                                                 
                     

t the Secret doctriNe

t d t d t

Enter the Stream

You are now safe, for you have entered the 
Stream. Swaddled in the Love of God, you have 

embarked upon the path that leads to a triumphal 
homecoming. This Mighty Stream of the Ocean 
Current transports you into the Higher Realms, 
that you may soon reach the further shore.
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Please see the enclosed registration form for details.
© 2019 The Temple of The Presence, Inc.

t d t d t

Let the conquering Hero and Heroine come 
forth! May the right hand be raised and 
the gauntlet thrown down in the face of 

all human limitation! Let naught dissuade, 
frighten, or keep you from your chosen course! 

During this Acropolis we will go deeper into the 
realm of the Threefold Flame so that you can know 
how to hold fast to the Mighty I AM Presence as you 
begin your training  in the Great Ocean Currents.

It is by the Scepter of the Threefold Flame  that 
you have the power of the Ocean Currents at your 
fingertips, the mighty forces of the wind and the 
air ready to obey your slightest command, and the 
great fires of transmutation burning brightly to 
consume the dross of mortality. Let the constancy 

of your Devotion to the Presence of God see you 
through every storm to the fulfillment of the 
Mastery and Attainment that is your Fiery Destiny.

Come this forthcoming Harvest Conclave and 
Acropolis to learn to direct, command and hold 
Victory over all lesser forces — learn to work the 
miracles of God’s Presence you require in your life, 
learn to still the turbulent waters of mortal thought 
and feeling and walk through the midst of the fire 
unharmed. With the Shield of the Mighty Elohim 
and your blessed Holy Communion in the Presence 
of God, you can be the Conquering Hero or Heroine 
of your Story as the Godhead Charioteer.

For the LORD God is a Sun and Shield: the LORD 
will give grace and glory: no good thing will he withheld 
from them that walk uprightly.

                                                 
                           

 t pSalm 84:11

We reserve the right to refuse admittance to anyone.


